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In this issue, new PFA member
Liam Dubay revisits the debate
about the Oregon state flag.
He examines the work of Carita
Culmer and the 2008–09 redesign
effort spearheaded by The Oregonian
and assisted by PFA members.
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His solution focuses on the reverse
of the flag—now the only differentiated reverse on any U.S. state
flag. The beaver, long the symbol
of Oregon, appears on the back of
our flag, standing on a log.
However, it could well be simplified—log removed—as observed
on a flag at the Oregon Historical
Society, from the U.S. Senate
office of the late Mark O. Hatfield.

Beaver represents:
the builder, goals, teamwork, hard
work, water, Earth, productivity,
and achievement.
—Spirit Symbols /
Astrohawk Astrology

Oregon’s beaver, from the reverse of
Senator Hatfield’s office flag.

Of course, we also could present
the beaver in an entirely different
format, as proposed at the most
recent PFA meeting (with a hat-tip
to Chris Maddish). Both David
Koski and Alexander Baretich have
tried their hand at rendering a suitable design reflecting our southern
neighbor’s iconic flag. In case it
has some commercial value, we
hereby assert copyright!

© Portland Flag Association
If you wish to compliment the editor, or to contribute in the future, contact Ted Kaye
at 503-223-4660 or editor@portlandflag.org. If you wish to complain, call your mother.
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May 2017 Flutterings You Need to Know
In our May meeting, hosted by
John Schilke, 13 PFA members
enjoyed a lively 3+hour evening of
flags. In the usual role of the host,
John moderated the discussion.
He began by sharing the American
Braille Flag (see VT #39).
William Gifford presented versions
of the “thin blue line” flag representing police, and described how
customers are now ordering a
Cascadia yacht ensign.
Joyce Gifford described an order
from Purdue University for 37
“lesser-known” table flags, and the
fun they’d had creating a diverse
assortment of flags from nations
around the world.

“Red Cascadia” flag—the flag of
the Cascadian Liberation Brigade.

Our host, John Schilke, explains the
American Braille Flag.

Michael Orelove has been collecting flags of U.S. state capital cities,
and displayed several (see p. 4).

Joyce and William Gifford show the
popular Cascadia yacht ensign.

Patrick Genna challenged members
to identify the flags of Brittany and
of the Kanaka Maoli movement in
Hawaii, then distributed information on them.
Scott Mainwaring recounted his
meeting the week before with Brad
Lockhart, the designer of the flag
of Bellingham, Washington, who
had recently secured its adoption
by the city council over mayoral
resistance. He shared a new

David Ferriday discussed his
thoughts on four features of flag
design: geometric forms (field
division, discrete images (charges),
patterns (e.g. repeating stars,
stripes, rays, checks), and combinations of those three. He explored
the use of complementary colors.

Michael Orelove enjoys a very
common U.S. tribar.
Patrick Genna explains the Hawaiian
independence movement flag.

concept—a flag alphabet, explaining its construction on a 3x3 grid.
It is a work in process (see p. 8).
Fred Paltridge extended his ruminations on “duplicate flags”, such
as Monaco and Indonesia (and
Poland), and proposed that The
Netherlands change its red stripe
back to orange.

Scott Mainwaring shows the newlyadopted flag of Bellingham, Wash.
June 2017

Alexander Baretich shared some
new designs, including a goddess
flag based on Sikh imagery and a

Fred Paltridge enjoys the 1917

National Geographic “Flag Number”.
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David Ferriday unfolds one of his
favorite designs—the Basque flag.

PFA members share flags and images amid animated discussion.

Ted Kaye brought a full-sized
finalist from the now-discontinued
effort to change the flag of Fiji,
some 16-design combination flags
of German lander and of European countries, and a report on the
efforts under way to change flags
in Tulsa, Orlando, and Columbia
(S.C.)—plus the successful adoption of the Elk Ridge, Utah, flag.
John Niggley proposed a new
concept: “Good Flagpole, Bad
Flagpole”, showing an image of
poles set too close to one another
(see p. 5). He also shared a bound
copy of the October 1917 National
Geographic “Flag Number”.
Liam Dubay wrote his high school
senior thesis on updating the Oregon State Flag, asserting that the

Liam Dubay and his proposal for
upgrading the Oregon state flag.

Ted Kaye reveals
a finalist design for Fiji.

best solution would be to show
the beaver on both sides (see p. 6).
Ted Kaye proposed a Californiabased alternative (see p. 1).
David Koski shared his thoughts
about how the design of some
flags is “flexible” and others
“brittle”, affecting their effectiveness in multiple uses or different
proportions.

Alexander Baretich continues to adapt
his Cascadia Flag for other uses.

David Koski spotted a cake decorated
as the Oregon state flag.

Our next meeting will be at the
home of Ted Kaye on July 13. He
took the Portland Flag Association
flag home with him—the customary task of the next host.

John Niggley examines
a pan-European combination flag.
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Capitols on Capital City Flags
By Michael Orelove

I use the flags of all 50 states in my
flag presentations. I wanted flags
of the state capitals to enhance my
presentations so children and
adults can see the differences
between state and city flags.
So in December 2014 I wrote to
the mayors of all 50 state capitals,
asking for a used city flag.
I received 15 flags, 1 photo of the
flag, 3 lapel pins with the city logo,
13 letters saying no flag, and 18
capital cities did not respond.
Of the 15 flags I received, 6 had
an image of a capitol building on
the flag: Carson City, Nevada;
Lansing, Michigan; Frankfort,
Kentucky; Jefferson City, Missouri; Olympia, Washington; and
Salem, Oregon (see images). Two
of the 3 logo pins also had an image of a capitol building.
This was a capital project!

NAVA 51
Make your plans now to attend the
51st annual meeting of the North
American Vexillological Association, October 13–15 in Boston,
Massachusetts.
This will be the third time NAVA
has met in Boston, and the meeting
will include a special tribute to the
organizer of modern vexillology,
Boston-area native Whitney Smith.
See nava.org for more info.

ICV 27
Coming soon— 27th International
Congress of Vexillology, 7–11
August in London, England. Max
Liberman will be the PFA’s delegate to the general assembly of
FIAV, the International Federation of Vexillological Associations.
The Flag Institute, organizer of
this ICV, also hosted the ICVs in
York (2001), Oxford (1983), and
London (1973).
See icv27.co.uk for more extensive and detailed information about
the plans for the congress.
June 2017
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Roundup

Patrick Genna found this 8”x12”
hemmed all-cotton flag on slender rod
with wood finial. He thought it might
be a celebratory/novelty flag.
David Ott identified it as the flag of
the Church of God of Prophecy,
begun in the 1920s by A. J. Tomlinson.
The church exists today and
continues to use this flag.

Good flagpole, bad flagpole:
John Niggley spotted this pair of flagpoles mounted so close together the
flags on one pole hit the other pole
(at Merlo Station High School
in Beaverton).

Thousands of Portlanders marched
for science on 22 April (Earth Day),
in solidarity with 600 similar events
nationwide. This group displayed a
variant of the Gadsden Flag, replacing
the rattlesnake with a microscope.
[Photo—Joanna Priestley]

Cookies and Flags
Kathleen Forrest’s granddaughter,
Amelia Forrest, recently sold Girl
Scout cookies for the Girl Scout
“Gift of Caring” program for overseas troops.
During the cookie program, any
customer can donate money directly
to Girl Scouts, which will then be
used to purchase cookies to be sent
to organizations that bring comfort
to the women and men serving in
the armed forces.
Amelia set up a table in downtown
San Carlos, California, with the
cookies and a large set of state flags,
provided (of course) by Michael
Orelove. The effort proved very
successful.

Amelia Forrest (plus her mother, Kathleen) sells Girl Scout cookies—
with state flags—in downtown San Carlos, California.

She posed in full uniform with her
mother, Sarah Forrest, for the photo
at left.
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A Banner Idea:
By Liam Dubay

Many vexillologists are particularly
critical of U.S. state flags, which
often display a profound lack of
imagination and attention to good
design practices. The flag of the
state of Oregon is one of these,
generally appearing near the bottom of state flag design rankings.
Still, there is hope for Oregon, because the reverse (a gold beaver on
a blue field) follows flag design
criteria much more closely than the
front. The flag of Oregon
should be replaced with its
current reverse because such a
change would likely be acceptable to most Oregonians while
also resulting in a more beautiful and effective design.
In the 2001 NAVA state flag
survey, respondents rated Oregon’s
flag 62nd out of 72 flags. The flag
breaks three out of the five basic
principles of flag design: it is
incredibly complicated, contains
both lettering and a seal, and too

State of Oregon, obverse and reverse.
June 2017

closely resembles many other state
flags. Carita Culmer, in her article
“The Oregon State Flag” (Raven,
vol. 15), calls the flag a “pageant of
Oregon history” and asserts that it
“has too much imagery for the eye
to see or the brain to absorb”. On
a distant flagpole, Oregon’s seal on
a bedsheet is indistinguishable
among the several dozen other
flags with similar designs.
Oregon’s flag clearly does not represent its state well. How, then,
can it be improved so that it may
become a source of pride for Oregonians? Two states have held flag
referendums since the turn of the
millennium: Mississippi in 2001,
and Georgia in 2004. The Mississippi redesign would have replaced
the controversial Confederate battle flag with a circular twenty-star
arrangement, but the public overwhelmingly voted down the proposed design. The story of Georgia’s redesign is more complicated:
like Mississippi, the flag of Georgia
prominently featured the Confederate symbol. In 2001, the Georgia
legislature voted to replace the flag
with a new design featuring the
state seal and a series of five flags,
depicting the history of Georgia.
This replacement was almost universally panned, and in the 2001
NAVA state flag survey, it was
voted the worst state flag by a wide
margin. After much controversy,
in 2003 yet another redesign was
adopted and ultimately approved
in a 2004 public referendum; it
remains Georgia’s flag to this day.

State of Georgia,
1956–2001; 2001–2003; 2003–.

The best-known flag vote in recent
years is undoubtedly the 2015–16
New Zealand referendum. New
Zealand’s and Australia’s flags are
so similar that they are often confused. Both feature the Union
Jack in the upper left corner and
the Southern Cross constellation
on a blue field, and only differ in
the color of and number of points
on the stars. In 2014, the Flag
Consideration Committee received
more than 10,000 design suggestions from across the country and
around the world, which were
eventually narrowed down to 40
semi-finalists, and then to just four
(then five) finalist designs. In the
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first public referendum, the public
ranked the five choices; one of the
“Silver Fern” designs was crowned
the winner, and went head-to-head
with the current flag in a second
national referendum. In March of
2016, due in part to the blandness
of the new design, New Zealanders
voted to keep their current flag:
a massive disappointment to flag
enthusiasts everywhere.
Oregon, in fact, has conducted a
flag referendum before—although
unofficially. In 2008, on the eve
of Oregon’s 150th anniversary of
statehood, The Oregonian held a flag
redesign contest. The process was
conducted without support from
the state legislature or the governor. The newspaper received
thousands of submissions over
one month, which were eventually
culled down to ten finalists by a
panel of judges including flag
experts, graphic designers, and
Oregonian staff. In an online poll,
Oregonians voted on the finalists,
but when the voting finished,
“None’’ won with 21% of the 2009
vote. Nevertheless, editors selected the entry with the next highest
percentage of votes and announced
it as the winner. Despite all this
work, according to Ted Kaye’s
report, “By the time The Oregonian
proposed a bill to adopt the new
flag, it could not find a legislator

2009 Oregon State Flag poll winner.

to sponsor it.” Notwithstanding
a promising start and an excellent
design, without a bill in the legislature the effort died.
The myriad examples of failed
redesign efforts in recent history
pose the question: Is it even
worthwhile to try to change a bad
flag, when such an effort is almost
certainly doomed to failure? For a
path forward for Oregon, consider
two success stories: Georgia in
2004, and Portland, Oregon in
2002. In Georgia, voters had no
real attachment to the current flag,
which was less than three years old,
so they could better evaluate the
proposals objectively. In Portland,
the new flag modified the current
design. In addition, the redesign
was passed by the Portland City
Council, not by voters in a citywide
referendum. Portland’s redesign
demonstrates how to effectively
improve a flag: retain the essence
of the old flag and ensure that the
city council (or legislature) votes
on the new design, not the citizens
themselves.
Luckily, Oregon’s flag already has a
“good flag trying to get out”. The
reverse of the flag, a simple gold
beaver on a blue field, is unequivocally a good design. It avoids the
complicated lettering and seal on
the front, and sticks to just two

Proposed Oregon State Flag, obverse.
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colors. It has powerful symbolism,
as beavers were important to both
Native Americans and white settlers during the early 19th century:
according to Culmer, “Native Indians traded beaver skins to European explorers for knives, axes, guns,
and other iron products. Beaver
fur was the standard of the trade,
and took the place of currency
where cash was not available…
For those who know Oregon
history, the beaver is a perfect
choice.” If the front of the current
flag were simply removed, the
resulting design would be bold,
distinctive, and instantly recognizable as Oregon, the “Beaver State”.
History has shown that the odds
are against a redesign effort
involving a completely new flag
in Oregon. A referendum could
go awry in many places: the wrong
committee could be chosen, voters
could be too attached to the current design, and politicians might
not be willing to risk political
capital. Legislation to declare the
reverse of the current flag as the
new official flag would be much
less risky, since the design itself is
acceptable by the standards of Good
Flag, Bad Flag, and Oregonians are
already very familiar with it.
Perhaps someday soon, the state’s
government leaders will raise Oregon into the ranks of states with
good flags, and no more allow its
flag to remain obscure and indistinguishable amidst a sea of mediocre
vexillography.
Liam Dubay recently graduated
from Grant High School;
this article is an excerpt from his senior thesis.
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Composable Alphabet Flags
There are many ways to combine
letter forms into monograms, from
simple strings of same-sized letters
(see the “PFA” examples, below),
to compositions emphasizing a surname initial placed next to smaller
given name initials (see the “SDM”
examples, left).

By Scott Mainwaring

The traditional way to use flags to
represent letters of the alphabet is
the international system of maritime signal flags, developed over
centuries of navies needing to pass
messages between ships. I became
interested in the idea of composing
such flags together to form monograms, such as “PFA” or “SDM”,
as decorative graphic ways to
express personal identity (nonuniquely, of course).

Which way looks best depends
on the context and personal
preference. There is much to
explore in monogram-space!
This is all a work in progress;
feedback is welcome.

Maritime signal flags for
A, D, F, M, P, and S.

I ran into two problems.
One is legibility: few people have
memorized the arbitrary way that
standard signal flags encode the
alphabet, so compositions of them
are very hard for most people to
read as a monogram. (Making matters worse, some signal flags falsely
suggest letters they don’t represent—for example, a white X on
blue represents M, not X.)
Another is aesthetic: signal flags
were simply not designed to look
good when put together into larger
configurations, and often result in
awkwardness.

June 2017

Monogram flags for “SDM”—where
M is the initial letter of a surname—
using letters (top), signal flags
(middle), and alphabet flags (bottom).

To explore a possible solution,
I’ve devised an alternative system
of alphabet flags for such purposes. Each flag is a 3 x 3 grid of
colored squares, designed to
suggest a letter of the alphabet.
The palette is limited to four colors
(red, blue, green, and gold) plus a
neutral background, white.
(Letters with similar sounding
names are colored similarly. For
example, the long E sound heard
when saying B, C, D, E, G, P, T,
V, and Z is represented by the
blue-green color combination.)

Monogram flag for “PFA” using
letters (top), signal flags (middle),
and alphabet flags (bottom).
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Composable Flag Alphabet
© Scott D. Mainwaring
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Portland Police Bureau Flag
By Ted Kaye

The Oregon Historical Society
currently hosts the special exhibit
The Portland Police Historical Society:
Preserving the History and Honoring the
Service of Portland Law-Enforcement
Officers, 1851–Present.
On loan from the Portland Police
Museum (on SW 2nd Avenue in
downtown Portland), the exhibit
celebrates the 40th anniversary of
the Portland Police Historical Society through artifacts, photographs,
and documents relating to the early
years of law enforcement in Portland, with a particular focus on the
histories of the Portland Police
Memorial and the Highland
Guard. It closes 4 July 2017.
The exhibit includes a large Portland Police Flag, dating to around
1936 and the administration of
Chief Harry Niles. In use for
about 25 years, it was carried in
parades, annual inspections, and
other special events.

Portland Police Bureau flag, circa 1936.

Bearing the city seal and the words
“PORTLAND POLICE”, the flag
shown above may well have represented the city in the many years
when there was no official flag—
Portland first legally adopted its
flag in 1970.

The Portland Police flag is displayed at the 1939 meeting of
the Pacific Coast Chiefs of Police in Mexico City.
June 2017

While Portland had held a flagdesign contest in 1917, the winning
entry was not adopted officially (in
part because of the country’s entry
in to WWI) and was never used.
In 1950 another design was
proposed, and although the city
council embraced it, apparently
no legal action adopted it.
Unaware of that flag, in 1958 the
city council accepted another
design, also the result of a contest,
and used the sole example unofficially until 1970.
The city council adopted a prior
version of Portland’s current flag
in early 1970, then, at the urging of
its designer (Douglas Lynch) and
the Portland Flag Association,
adopted a simplified and updated
version in 2002.
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What’s that Flag?
By Gianluca Lentin

Can you name these five flags, and
identify their common theme?
[Thanks to VIBE 1:7]

What Was that Match? Answers to the last quiz
By David Ferriday

A flag of this color can mean:
A A Problem
C Communism
O No Quarter
W Stop the Race (auto racing)
Y Taira Clan (Japan, 1180–1185)
E Extra Train (railroad)
I Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan
(1996–97)
K Kingdom of France (to 1792)
N Minamoto Clan (Japan, 1180–1185)
U Slow Car (auto racing)
X Surrender
Z Umayyad Dynasty
D Do Not Move (railroad)
F Faster Motorcycle Approaching
(racing)

L Libya (1977–2011)
V Start (auto racing)

G Hazardous Conditions
(auto racing)
M Medium Hazard (beach)
Q Penalty (football)
R Proceed with Care (railroad)
S Quarantine

B Anarchism
H Islamic Banner of the Eagle
P Parley Offered
T Return to Pits (auto racing)

J Jellyfish Present (beach)

Kudos to quiz solvers Tony Burton,
John Cartledge, and Bill Neckrock.
Note: there may be alternative answers.
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Portland Flag Miscellany

Zazzle.com has many Portland-flagrelated items, including this throw
pillow for $16 after discount.
The Heathman Hotel, a Portland
landmark at S.W. Salmon St. and
Broadway, consistently flies the
national, state, and city flags.

The Portland
Timbers were the
first of the MLS
crop to release
their new jersey
for 2017, available on MLSstore.com.

FLAG HUMOR
What did one flag say to the
other?
Nothing...it just waved.

A recent “Free Tibet” demonstration
at Portland’s city hall brought out
more Tibetan flags than most people
have ever seen.

The authentic version also features a
jock tag emblazoned with the Portland
city flag.

July Meeting
The next meeting of the Portland
Flag Association will be at 7 PM,
Thursday, 13 July 2017, at the
home of Ted Kaye: 2235 NW
Aspen Ave., Portland, OR
97210.
See the map at right.
We look forward to seeing those
of you who have missed recent
meetings and engaging in provocative flag-related discussion.
Newcomers are welcome!
If you can’t get to the meeting,
perhaps you can give the editor
something to share with readers.
June 2017

The Vexilloid Tabloid , founded in 1999 by the late John Hood, is published bi-monthly by and for
the Portland Flag Association—Portland, Oregon, U.S.A. Find back issues at www.portlandflag.org.

